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PRESS RELEASE
LONMAR BLOODSTOCK TEAM ENHANCED
WITH NEW HIRE
Leading independent Lloyd’s broker, LONMAR GLOBAL RISKS (LONMAR) today (29
August 2017) announced the appointment of Lee Jenkins as an executive director in
their specialist bloodstock team.
Lee will report to Phil Nelson, managing director of bloodstock, and will focus on
relationship management with existing key clients and developing new opportunities for
this market-leading team, with a particular focus on North America.
Lee is a highly experienced broker and business producer in the bloodstock insurance
field who joins Lonmar after 10 years in a senior position with BMG Insurance Brokers.
Phil Nelson said: "Lee is a great addition to our bloodstock team. His recruitment
continues our ongoing strategy of strengthening our capabilities and in particular adds to
our North American expertise”.
Lee Jenkins, commented, “I am thrilled to be joining the London market’s leading broker for
bloodstock insurance. This is a great opportunity for me personally and I am looking forward to
working with Phil and his expert team.”
LONMAR is part of Global Risk Partners Ltd (GRP), the specialist investment vehicle for
brokers and MGAs, and was backed by GRP in a management buyout in April 2016. Lonmar
continues to trade as an independent Lloyd’s broker, supported by GRP.

- Ends Notes to editors follow:

Notes to editors:
About Lee Jenkins
Lee has worked in the Lloyd’s Market for 28 years with 22 years specialising in
bloodstock insurance. His bloodstock career started in 1995 with Crawley Warren and he
has spent the last 10 years as a divisional director of BMG Insurance Brokers where he
serviced existing business relationships and was involved in the strategic development
of new business.
About LONMAR:
Established in 1977, LONMAR GLOBAL RISKS (LONMAR) is a leading independent
Lloyd’s broker based at the heart of the world’s premier insurance market in London.
Serving a global client base in over 70 countries, including local intermediaries and
insurers, LONMAR provides expertise and access to specialist underwriters and
insurance capacity in London and other leading markets, worldwide.
LONMAR is renowned for delivering a first-class, personal service and innovative
solutions for large-scale, complex and specialist risks, including accident & health,
agencies, binding authorities, bloodstock, casualty, fine art, specie, marine, professions
and property.
The Lloyd's bloodstock insurance market underwrite some £80 million of net premium
annually of which Lonmar is the largest contributor
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